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LADY LEFT
OUT
Lady, Grandpa’s brindle boxer
who smells like moldy bread,
is barricaded in the mudroom.
Her funk wafts into the kitchen,
mingles with family and fried chicken.
She yearns, snouts through slats in her barricade,
paw clicks the speckled linoleum,
whines up a full-throated woof,
springs at the gate.
Down Lady! Grandpa scolds.
She collapses, a heap of defeat, repeats.
Hours later, she is released.
Guests gone, her freedom an empty victory.
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Valerie Macon
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HOLY SATURDAY
2020
Immersed in sunlight—I know clouds
will rise tonight— we walk at one
o’clock on Holy Saturday.
“He’s in the tomb,” an old lady
whispered when I was young. “Tread soft.”
John Prine died four days ago.
We receive comfort from the dead,
instead of other way around.
"The world will end most any day"
Well, if it does, then that's okay
'Cause I don't live here anyway
I live down deep inside my head.’
The Masters golf tournament should
be playing right now in perfect
green spring of April in Georgia.
Children chop cherry trees in backyards.
Riding lawnmowers drive over
dandelions in yards we pass by
on the day “He descended to
the dead,” freeing Abraham and
Moses, according to Dante.
We wait for surgical masks and
think of other masks: in Venice
for revelries before the flood,
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Rob Merritt

or worn to the birth of tragedy,
or the safety behind the guise
of loneliness. Today Jesus
lonely, waiting somewhere. Not here.
Put one foot before the other;
gather reclamation hymns to
toss to paradise tomorrow.
When I get home, I want to take
the urn of my dog’s ashes from
the shadow of the mantelpiece
and set it on my windowsill
facing west, to receive last light.
Lawnmowers whine on, though sprouting
has scarcely launched. The Saturday
business of grooming spring will not
be cancelled. Tomorrow: high winds,
hailstones, tornadoes, and daybreak.
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SNOWED IN
Baltimore is snowed in by a blizzard.
For three days, the entire city
has lived the way I always do.
Activity, ground to a halt, confined
to home, walled in with certain boundaries,
the world outside too treacherous to enter.
Three days have been long enough. The city
is ready to be free of its confinement, eager
to dig itself out. The novelty has worn off.
The snow makes absolutely no difference to me.
From my bed, the storm is only another channel
on my television. It is not even a nuisance.
It is a welcome difference, a momentary
entertainment in the succession of endless days
between these blankets.
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Marilyn McVicker
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A MEMORY,
MAYBE

Lisa Pursley

I watched my father lose his mind;
drain from his eyes in each dime-sized tear,
plop on the pavement and run away
from the scene like the boy's blood
only faster, cleaner and less complicated.
Dad never had the chance to reach in the coffin
touch his tiny hand or pray over a hillside’s
broken glass. Something to fill his days
with more than the taste of acid, scent of
an ashtray - a memory maybe;
a summer river splash,
an ice cream soothed defeat.
Not his memories, not his son.
But he could borrow them unnoticed
and live a few moments of his last fifty years.
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ARS LONGA,
VITA BREVIS
Which is crueler art or life?
I struggle for my answer
stymied
by my own grief
not poet enough
to shine
like laser through
the dullness of my life
Oh poetry
laser
surgeon’s knife
should be stronger
than breath
keener than wit of scythe
should knit the raveled years
images
all the quotes and colors
to wear and warm
into the night
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B.R. Strahan
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Open the Door
Erika Hoffman

Anyone who’s taught public high school day
in and day out for a decade or more will likely
concur most schooldays are humdrum: few
stick out in one’s memory after a significant
passage of time. Looking back on that portion
of my life, I recall a few unique ones. Back in
1974 or maybe 1975, there was one such day at
Southwest DeKalb High School in Atlanta,
Georgia—the day Pat Conroy showed up.
What made this world-famous, lauded
Southern novelist come to my English class?
After all, I was only a 24-year-old rookie
teacher. Back in the day, kids sought extra
credit because A’s weren’t passed out like
Skittles. Kids proffered all sorts of ideas for
projects they’d complete to augment their
GPAs. I came up with a suggestion. I’d offer
extra credit to anybody who invited a published
writer to be our guest speaker on Fridays.
“Could my mom come? She publishes the
church bulletin?” queried one hopeful chap.
“If she gives us pointers on writing, sure!”
A quiet towheaded boy with almost pure
platinum hair in a bowl cut whose Coke-bottle
glasses magnified the palest blue eyes shyly
raised one hand. I couldn’t remember his ever
volunteering before. In a meek voice, he said, “I
know someone. He wrote a book. Can he
come?”
"Toby, what’s his book about?”
“Water,” he answered.
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"A science book?”
Toby Williams shrugged and looked about to retreat into his usual state of
perpetual quietude when I added, “Certainly. Any published writer will teach
us something. Toby, can he come this Friday?”
Toby nodded. In truth, I can’t remember now if the kid said this writer was
his cousin or uncle. (Presently, my mind is just like a steel … whatcha-ma-callit!)
No matter.
That Friday I passed my department head, Linda Farmer, in the hall as she
hurried toward her room. “Is it true?” she gushed. “I was just in the office
when he signed in and told all of us standing about that he was a guest
speaker today—in YOUR class?” My boss sounded astounded.
“Pat who?” I asked.
“Pat Conroy—the author! The Water Is Wide! You’ve read it, right?”
“I’d better get a move on. Bell’s about to ring. See you.”
I hurried into my classroom right after a blonde man of average height
strode in and marched over to Toby’s desk. As I closed the door behind me,
he pivoted. I introduced myself.
He said, “I hope I don’t disappoint. Most folks expect someone tall— Jon
Voight.”
Not only had I not read his book yet, I’d not seen the movie either, which
was based on his book. This film starred Jon Voight, and the movie was
named Conrack.
So, what memories do I have of rubbing shoulders unexpectedly with a
bona fide author who was at the cusp of greatness, but at this point was only
a one-hit-wonder?
My first take-away from his talk was this: Write about one’s own
experiences. Pat Conroy wrote about his first-year teaching experience,
which was at Daufuskie Island off the coast of South Carolina, instructing
deprived black kids whose entire lives had been spent on the island. They
had no access to the most basic belongings, let alone access to books,
magazines, or anything telling them about a world beyond their island home.
He arranged a field trip for them to DC – a world alien to this group.His trials
and tribulations of this first-year job make up the narrative of The Water Is
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Wide: a telling title.
My second take-away regarding writing was: Writers feel angst about
composing fiction that is largely based on their lives, the personalities of their
family members and their families’ stories. At the time of his talk to my class,
Pat was penning The Great Santini, and he expressed fear about his dad’s
reaction if his dad read his manuscript. The father character, Santini, was an
authoritarian military man, portrayed as a harsh character and a strict
disciplinarian with his kids. Disclosing secrets isn’t easy if, in doing so, you
alienate family. Writers are often told to write what they know, and that
comes down to what we can access readily, be it the people we know or the
geography of our hometowns or the work we do.
Number three take-away: Although Conroy’s books are poignant,
dramatic, and gut-wrenching, this author has a sense of humor. His comedic
chops showed through in his spiel. And I realized that no matter how difficult
the subject, like that of child abuse, there exist funny anecdotes
accompanying even sad tales of parental sternness.
Fourthly, I learned the importance of writers helping others who are
learning to write. Mr. Conroy came ostensibly to rescue his nephew Toby, but
he also helped all of us listeners. He gave back. In addition, he helped me be
a better teacher because of his sharing his writerly experiences.
Finally, I discovered the importance of taking chances. Inviting guest
speakers one hasn’t vetted could turn out serendipitously, as it did in the
above example, or it could turn into a fiasco, a flop, a black mark on my
teacher evaluation form. Nothing ventured, nothing gained is true about
teaching and even truer about writing. Take that first leap!
A few years later, my husband accepted a position in a small, rural North
Carolina town, and we moved away from Hot Lanta, and I never saw my
former students again. Or if I did somewhere, sometime, I certainly didn’t
recognize my former teen pupils. After all, Toby could be a grandpa by now!
In North Carolina, I didn’t have any illustrious guest speaker like Pat
Conroy darken the threshold of my classroom, but I did once try to teach a
rambunctious kid who, upon graduation, pitched for the San Diego Padres
and . . . also, I was also a neighbor to a famous actress with nine cats, a true
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cat lady. Ever hear of Aunt Bee?
You see, stories are all around us. We can access them if we are open to
listening and watching and taking chances. All we need is something like a
dream catcher to hold on to them – until we’re ready to inscribe them
somewhere for the ages.
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MACEDONIA '03
(A CINQUAIN)
Sad it
Wasn’t all roses
But there were roses in
Someone’s walled garden and a girl
Sang there.
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B.R. Strahan
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ZAP

Anne Kissel

Wires like veins running attic to cellar in every wall ceiling floor
Humming thrumming drumming strumming all day all night
Volts jolts flowing growing pulsing pushing pure white energy
Fill rooms with light with heat turn water to steam food to meals
Wake black screens to color machines to their many purposes
Clean the dishes dry the clothes sweep the floors light the fires
Waiting waiting waiting for flipped switch pushed button turned dial
Plugs inserted in my many many many hungry wall mounted mouths
Let me out Let me out Let me out Let me out Let me out Let me out
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WORK

Joanne Kennedy Frazer

Conventional wisdom posits:
Give a man a fish and he eats for a day,
Teach him how to fish and he eats for a lifetime.
What if he has no access to water
Or the river is too crowded
Or the fish stock non-existent
What if it’s a members-only lake
And the dues are too dear
And the vernacular unfamiliar
What if there is a gatekeeper
Who favors a certain skin tone
Who disdains some gender identities
What if channels are dammed
by forces unseen, unknown
Will the human spirit
drown in such a desert?
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ME LLAMO
JUANA
Despues mi esposo
was murdered by a gang
I fled Guatemala to the US
Con dos hijas the trip
was tough, we did not know
if we would make it
Fifteen years I am here
I have married, tengo
dos mas ninos, los hijos
I work, I pay taxes
but I will not receive
seguridad social
I am active in my community.
in my church, yo soy
la ministra de laico
In 2011 Immigracion said
they were deporting me
but I got a stay
I check in with Immigracion
every year to renew
my petition
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Joanne Kennedy Frazer

This time they denied
me and I will be deported
muy pronto
I am to be separated
from mi esposo who will not
be safe in Guatemala.
Pero mis hijos! Dios mio!
How can I leave them?
Or risk their future,
take them with me
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SUN, A HARD
TASKMASTER
Early morning it points a finger
through the front door sidelight,
spreads shame throughout the house.
It shines on the smudged granite countertop,
spotlights leftovers on dark wood floor,
exposes a dust bunny hunkered in a corner,
reveals a powder haze on the black glass TV stand,
accents fingerprints pressed on a framed print
and a web draped from vaulted ceiling.
But the sun is no respecter of persons.
Soon it creeps up the east side
of a neighbor’s house and peeps in her windows.
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Valerie Macon
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A Father's Sacrifice
Noemi Mora Marcial

There was a man named Julio. He lived with his
family in an old shack made with green metallic
sheets that were held together with sticks and
leaves. His home was not much; water leaked
from the cracks when it rained, and wind blew
during the harsh winter nights, never leaving the
house warm. Although he did not have much, he
was grateful for what he had because to him it
was more than enough. Some of the people in his
community only had homes made of sticks and
leaves, so he was more than lucky to have the
metal sheets that made up his house. The things
he most cared about lived inside his home, his
family. His wife, Laura, was the most beautiful
woman in his eyes, even after ten years together
and two kids. Her silky black hair, hazel eyes, and
rosy cheeks never ceased to take his breath
away. His kids, Lucia and Jacob, were twins. His
daughter naturally took her mother’s features,
and her son took on his.
He worked in the fields, picking caña (sugar
cane). It was a very hard job since he was out of
his house before the sun rose, and he was on his
way home when the sun had set. It did not leave
him much time with his family, because by the
time he arrived home he was exhausted and
ready to go to bed. This made him very upset;
Julio felt as if he was losing touch with his family.
He missed the biggest parts of the first years of
his children’s lives, like their first words, the first

time they held their bottle on their own, their first footsteps. He felt horrible
about this because even though he spent most of his time at work, he didn’t
even make enough to keep food on the table, to buy clothes and shoes for
his children, and he most definitely didn’t have the money to pay their tuition
when they started school. He spent all his time slaving away to something
that was not worth it, and he knew that all of this had to change.
One day, Julio was so tired of his job. He did not make enough to spend
his days in the scorching hot sun, getting sunburnt and not having the
necessary breaks to cool off or to even use the restroom. He was beginning
to feel what he was doing was not enough for his family, especially since he
knew that his children were growing and that Lucia and Jacob would begin
to have more needs than they had now. Julio was desperate for change, and
he was desperate to know what he could do to better his family. He wanted
to make sure that they could be better off, or at least stable in some sense.
As much as he loved his home, he knew that it had to change. The
infrastructure was too weak to hold on for a couple more years, and it was
getting harder to fix the issues that kept arising with their old shack. He knew
that he needed to build his family a new home, but he did not know where to
begin; he did not make enough, and he needed to figure out how to change
that. His thoughts kept him up that night, and he watched how his two
children cuddled up to their mother as they slept. Their makeshift bed
creaked as they moved closer to her, and the thin sheet that covered them
was not enough to keep them warm with the breeze that flowed through the
cracks of their home. This all saddened him and made him feel like he had
failed as a father.
The next days while at work, he was present physically, but his mind was
elsewhere. He was still thinking about his family; he loved them so much, but
he was afraid there was not much he could do for them. One day, he was
eating lunch with his co-workers, and he overheard Isauro say that he was
going to go to the “Land of Opportunities” to work and save money to come
back and be with his family. This intrigued Julio; he was interested in the
chances that he could have if he went to this magical land. He was curious,
and he was considering it, but his heart broke at having to leave his family for
a couple of years. He thought of all the things that he would miss; he thought
of Lucia and Jacob’s first day of school, their sporting events, dance recitals,
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and even getting home after work to help them on their school
projects. He was torn between not missing any more of their lives
and making sure that they were settled for the future. He knew that
this was something that he would have to discuss with Laura, since
this was not a decision that he could make on his own.
Later that night, after Julio and Laura settled their children to
sleep, they had the difficult conversation. With broken hearts, they
both decided that it was best if Julio went to this unknown land. Their
children were young, and they would not understand why their papa
had to go away for so long, but one day they knew they would be
thankful.
A couple of weeks later, Julio went on his journey to the new land.
What he did not know is that to get there, he had to cross a river that
was one hundred feet wide. He walked the L desert for several days
with a group of people that shared the same dream as him, a better
life for themselves and their family. They walked only at night to avoid
being detected by the police, and they made stops at safe houses
during the day. The hosts would let them have food, a shower, and
sleep so that when they began their journey at night they were
rested. This was not easy; rooms were usually shared with ten or
more people, not leaving much room for everyone to rest or move,
but they tried to work. After all, they should be at their destination in
five days. The time that they were not walking, they were being
packed in small cars, and they almost seemed like clown cars with the
amount of people that were stuffed in them. It was hard to breathe,
and it was hard to move. Julio’s body got sour after being in there for
only an hour. The uncomfortable position made him hurt
everywhere, and the only thing that kept him going was the small
photo he had of his wife and kids, and a handwritten prayer by his
wife.
By the time he arrived, Julio had been in the same clothes for five
30

days, barely fed, and his body was sore and
bruised. His shoes were torn, and his
toenails had fallen off from so much walking.
He hurt everywhere, but he kept going. Julio
knew that all his efforts would go to the
future; he knew that one day he would be
able to hold his family close and that he
would not have to constantly worry about
their well-being. He held the small picture
close to his chest, as tears fell from his eyes.
This was already so difficult, and it was only
the beginning.

Nick Sweet

The Preacher and
the Paperboy
At the Church of New Beginnings
Where God’s Love Never Dies
The sermon’s extra innings
Were received with half-closed eyes
When he heard the snoring
The preacher tapped the pulpit
He couldn’t keep ignoring
The weary, youthful culprit
Soon he spied the paperboy
Who threw the Morning News
And kindly said,” Let him enjoy
His solemn, Sunday snooze”
He knew the kid’s alarm clock
Rang each day at 4 a.m.
The hour’s darkness couldn’t block
The youngster’s void within
His father was a photograph
His mom, a ‘last call’ lovely
“Jezebel” and “trailer trash”
Town folk muttered smugly
Barroom booze was choking her
As surely as a ligature
Erasing her and soaking her
The boy would forge her signature
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He always brought his mother’s bills
And checkbook after service
The preacher coached his copy skills
At first it made him nervous
He knew that falsifying names
Was blatantly unlawful

Realized, despite his claims,
The kid’s home life was awful
There could be no denial
As his mother grew more errant
That parent needed child
More than child needed parent.
Together they would sign her checks
For groceries and utilities
Their Sunday sessions would reflect
The lad’s unique abilities
Precocious for a 12-year-old
He understood subsistence
“Daily bread” for his household
Relied on his persistence
The reverend would slip him cash
Two Ben Franklins weekly
In time, he did so unabashed
The boy accepted meekly
The man ignored authorities
Never called Child Welfare
The kid was his priority
He offered a farewell prayer
“Father, please protect him”
As the lad left on his bike
“Strengthen and direct him
With Your loving, guiding light
As for me, I humbly hope
I’m on a righteous mission
To help the boy succeed and cope
Accept my deep contrition
And forgive me if I’m sinning
With fraudulence and lies”
At the Church of New Beginnings
Where God’s Love Never Dies
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FIRST SUNDAY AFTER
THE WORM MOON

When night falls
into all its perfect pieces
as simple as the breath
from the newly opened tomb,
the brush of wings
from atop the stone;
orison lands on my skin like rain,
not one drop at a time
but a steady pour
of beads too small
to tell one from another.
When night falls
into all its perfect pieces
grace covers me in crimson.
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Lisa Pursley

OUR
OPPOSITES

Lisa Pursley

What is that sliver of space
between yin and yang,
the curved silhouette
that separates the swell?
Is it the kiss of the moon
against the sun’s reflection,
the stroke of the still pool
on rising peaks?
It feels more like
thin stained glass
sharing shadows
with our opposites;
enough to fear blindly,
never clearly embrace.
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CHECK IN,
CHECK OUT

Anne Kissel

The bug-spotted neon sign, bilious green, dimly pierced the
empty darkness surrounding the motel on old Highway 55. The
first letter, a large square D, blinked off and on creating a new
name every few seconds. Dwell Inn - well Inn - Dwell Inn - well
Inn: as if the place did not know its true nature, let alone its
name. The vacancy part of the sign, though, stayed on in full
capital letters, steady as hope, or maybe just ironic. Well, why
not go in?
Registration was the slow-motion hurry known to tired and
solitary travelers of few words. No small talk, no talk at all, the
transaction completed in a stunted sign language. A half-page
form on a clipboard and a pen advertising “Junior’s Plumbing”
crawled across the scarred reception counter. The pen was
kept, the mostly blank form shoved back with a wad of
wrinkled bills on top and a metal key stamped “42” handed
over like a consolation prize. No printers or keyboards whirred
and clicked, no eyes met, just slight off-sides simultaneous
nods and it was done. The night clerk was clearly at home in
the twitchy silence and un-shy regarding his deep disinterest in
customers foolish enough to choose this distant cousin of the
Bates.
Room 42, six doors down from the office, was a study in brown
and darker brown. Wisps of mystery floated in its corners, the
rattling air conditioner gently moving lacy cobwebs above and
frothy dust balls below. Stale smoke yellowed the low uneven
acoustic ceiling, its tiles pockmarked like an unfortunate
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teenager. Decades of muted conversations and sighs seemed captured in the
small expanse. The sketchy bedspread had its own stories.
Loneliness was in the walls, between archeological-depth layers of thick sepia
paint and faded wallpaper. A doorless closet held three plastic hangers, safe
from theft by those with few clothes; the folded luggage rack optimistically
waited for a suitcase. Narrow pathways were grooved in the crunchy tan carpet
from door to bed to bath to window and back. Stiff beige drapes seemed
permanently fixed at half-closed or half-open, depending on one’s philosophy
about the smudged drinking glasses on the battered oak dresser. Rain cried
regret down the rusted windows, blurring the view of the near empty parking
lot, which was no view at all. Shabby would have been a step up. Well, it will do.
It will do well.
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Special thanks to the CCCC Foundation for their
continued support and to the Business Services
Department for help in the printing of the
magazine.
RED CLAY REVIEW is currently accepting
submissions for our next issue. Contributors can
submit prose up to 1500 words in length, poems
up to 80 lines each, and original images. All images
should be high-resolution. There is a limit of three
submissions per contributor.
Please send each contribution as an individual file
to rcr@cccc.edu. Include your name, mailing
address, and phone number in your e-mail. We
accept submissions year-round, but the deadline
for the 2022 issue is March 15, 2022.
For more information, contact Andrew Walser at
rcr@cccc.edu or check out the Red Clay Review's
Facebook page at
https://www.facebook.com/redclay.review.16.
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